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House Resolution 1026

By: Representatives Mangham of the 94th, Dawkins-Haigler of the 93rd, Abrams of the 84th,

Jones of the 44th, Taylor of the 55th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Mr. Tyler R. Bell on his service as a legislative intern; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, the Honorable Randal Mangham has been very fortunate to have had the2

exceptional service of Mr. Tyler R. Bell, whose work as a legislative intern has been marked3

by his devotion to helping citizens and his constant commitment to the highest standards of4

excellence; and5

WHEREAS, Mr. Bell has provided superior support while working for a member of the6

House of Representatives, proving himself to be professional, efficient, and dependable, and7

he has exceeded the standard of service with his excellent communication skills; and8

WHEREAS, as a sophomore at Morehouse College, Mr. Bell is a member of Phi Alpha Delta9

and serves as a class senator in student government and as director of communications for10

the school's Young Democrats of America program; and11

WHEREAS, a native of Virginia, Mr. Bell's service brings great honor to his parents,12

Charlette A. and Raymond R. Bell; his grandmother, Carrie A. Tyler; his grandfather, Charlie13

E. Tyler, Sr.; and his sister, Ariel A. Bell; and14

WHEREAS, during his time at the capitol he demonstrated great skill in multitasking,15

communicating effectively, and an exceptional ability to remain poised under pressure; and16

WHEREAS, his hard work and dedication have been enormous assets to the citizens of17

Georgia, and all the members of the General Assembly greatly appreciate the invaluable18

service of interns such as Mr. Bell who enable their business to run smoothly and19

successfully.20

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that21

the members of this body join to commend Mr. Tyler R. Bell on his outstanding service as22
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a legislative intern and extend to him their best wishes for the greatest success and happiness23

in all his future endeavors.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized25

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Mr. Tyler R. Bell.26


